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ABSTRACT

Paths on the R3 real Euclidean manifold are defined as 2-dimensional simplicial strips
which are orbits of the action of a discrete one-parameter group. It is proven that there
exists at least one embedding of R3 in the free Z -module generated by S2(x0). The speed
is defined as the simplicial derivative of the path. If mass is attached to the simplex, the
free Lagrangian is proportional to the width of the path. In the continuum limit, the
relativistic form of the Lagrangian is recovered.
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1 Introduction

The description of physical phenomena at the Planck scale (i.e. \p = (ZiG/c3)1/2 ~
1.616 x l(T35m and rP = \Pjc ~ 5.391 x 10~44s) [1] ) is not still sufficiently clarified,
even if it should be true ly necessary for the treatment of actual theories as superstrings
and quantum black holes. The intention of this work is to introduce a simple model for
the movement developing at this presumtive quantum gravity scale.

The main starting points of our approach are the following:
i) The natural topological structure of the Minkowski space-time is not the same as the

standard real one if the Lorentzian metric is considered, due to its undefinite character.
A suggested solution is the Alexandroff topology [2], whose open sets are the intersections
of the shifted future and past semicones. It is to be emphasized that causality fails on
this intersections (closed geodesies are admitted).

ii) It is difficult to make use of the causality concepts at Planck scales, due to the space-
time uncertainity relations, necessary for the quantum mechanics. Time measurement at
this scale may be even a problem due to the imprecission given by even general relativity
(see for an example [3])

in) Speed of light should remain a space-time characteristic constant; if not, the
Lorentz covariance and the quantum electrodynamics would both fail.

A solution is to consider space-time as a lattice. Standard lattice approaches to dis-
crete space-time make use of geometrical lattice [4], or, more refined, in the space-time
approximation by a piecewise linear space [5]. We shall develop here the approach from
[6], where a method of discretization performed upon the paths of the space-time manifold
has been introduced.

One of the physical reasons in order to introduce the space-time discreteness is given
by the experimental fact that the speed of light c is maximal and constant; it is easy to
explain this by introducing space-time characteristic constants: an elementary length A
and an elementary time r. In the sequel, we consider A = r = 1, if no other dimensional
considerations are given.

Usual geometric lattices do not present isotropy. To circumvent this failure, we in-
troduced a isotropic lattice covering the real manifold. In the first section, a theorem on
the covering properties of this lattice will be given. The simplicials paths constructed as
orbits of the action of a discrete time group are introduced in the second section, together
with the attached speed, defined by means of topological baricentric derivation. A simple
application to special relativity is presented in the third section.

2 Lattice space-time

Let R ^ the real linear space endowed with the Euclidean metric. It is almost obvious that
if we accept an elementary length and we need rotationally invariance, the elementary
movements should cover the set of all the possible directions and senses in R^; this set
is isomorphic to S^"1 C R3 - the (N - l)-sphere. In order to avoid confusions, we will
denote by x the vectors of R w and by x the points of the corresponding afBne space.
Let |x| the length of x. Let SN~l(xo) the unit length radius sphere with the center in
xQ G R/'. Let Z the ring of integers.



Theorem 1 There exists at least one embedding of KN in the free Z-module generated

Proof. The proof for N = 3 has been given in [6]. In order to prove the theorem for
all finite N, same procedure will be used, that means to show that each x € R has a
realization in the Z-module. Let a{ € SN~1{x0). Let a; € RN the real unit length vectors
with the directions given by ay. An element x of the free Z-module generated by SN~1(x0)
is identified with a real vector x as:

This means that elements of R^ could be generated by combinations of unit length real
translations a;,|a,-| = 1, with integer coefficients. Let Vx £ RN; it is always possible to
explicit the length of x as jx[ = n + 1 , where n € Z+ (natural number) and t € [0, 1). Let
ax = x / |x| the corresponding unit vector of SN{xa) possessing the same direction as x .
If e = £ • ax , there always exist two unit vectors a t and a [ a s e = + a.[. In this way:

x = n • ax + e = n • ax + a£ + a'£ , Vx € R^" 1 Q-E.D. (2)

In the next, we shall take N = 3, in order to settle on the standard (3 + l)-dimensional
space-time. The results holds ior N > 1, due to the obvious fact that two vectors define
a triangle, independent of the space dimension.

Corollary 1 Let x,x' G R3. It is always possible to connect the points x and x' with at
least one combination of â  vectors of the form / . •

Proof. Let x = vect(z,z ') <E R3 the vector defined by the points x and x', then see 2
Q.E.D.

If a particle is confined in a space zone of Planck dimensions, even if we take into
account the general realtivistic concepts it seems natural that the simplest geometrical
model of the zone is the interior of a sphere S2(x) of Planck radius XP. If the particle is
considered pointlike, the most probable movement due to symmetry considerations is the
radial one. In the case of discrete time, the particle will transit directly from the center
of the sphere to the surface. If we take \P = 1, we may consider that the point particle
'describes a path composed of unit length translations a, - a d-path (d for discrete).

3 Simplicial paths

To allow movement, continuity is necessary and should be defined, at least topological. For
an example, if we join two-by-two the consecutive points xfc, xfc+i with segments, we get a
1-dimensional simplicial complex made of unit length edges. The polyhedra attached to
such 1-dimensional simplicial complexes are called edge-paths; their properties are known
in algebraic topology [7].

Definition 1 A d-path is the ordered set doN = {xo,xu..xN} of points as:

vect(xo,xi) = ai; vectfxj,^) = »2! ..vect(z/v-i,£/v) = ayv ,ajt € R , |afe| = 1 • (3)
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However, if we describe the trajectories by the mean of edge-paths, the immediate
conclusion is that movement could develop only with the speed of light. To remove this
slight difficulty, the following constructions are introduced:

Definition 2 Let d a d-path defined by the set of points {xQ,Xi,,.Xfj}, Let a^ = x^
the edges defined by the points x^-i and cc*. Let a^ the 2-dimensional simplex (isosceles
triangle) defined by the segments a* and at+ 1 . The D-path D is the polyhedron |S |
attached to the 2-dimensional simplicial complex E, as follows:

S = {xo,Xi,..xyv}U {a,,a2,--ajt} U {<7i,£T2,..^-i} D = |S | . (4)

Following [6], we may now introduce the speed as a local entity attached to the path.
If simplicial topology is defined, local means the 2-simplex.

Definition 3 The speed attached to the simplex ak component of D is the vector v*
defined by the baricentres x^-i and Xk of the segments ak and ak+i which generate the
simplex ak:

vk = vect(xh_i,xk) . (5)

It is easy to note that |v*| € [0, 1] as necessary. This result may be natural, due to
the procedure of baricentric subdivision, known from algebraic topology as a method to
construct the derivative of a simplicial complex [7]; in this way, the edge u* = Xk-iik of
our construction is the derivative of ak, or the derivative of D at time k.

The movement of a point particle on the R3 manifold may be defined by means of
the paths described by the particle. In standard mechanics, they are orbits of the action
of some real one-parameter subgroup G on R3, in such a manner that:

with x(t) = d/dt[x(t)] the speed. Here, G is replaced by a discrete one-parameter sub-
group Q, i.e.:

d-path D-path

[0,l,...jV] I >{xo,XU..XN}l •{cr1,cr2,..<7W_i} (7)

(the lose of the end points of the discrete time interval is not significant for this approach).
By means of the baricentric subdivision, we attached the speed vk (see 5) to each simplex
<7k component of the D-path {a,, a2, ..cr/V_1} in such a manner that v(ak) = v(k).

It is important to notice the difference between a simple discrete path, which is
an ordered set of disconnected points of R3, and a D-path, which is an ordered set of
geometric 2-simplexes connected by edges, whose topology is the one induced by the
attached polyhedron (see [7]). Even, the order relation is one-by-one sequentially kept
from the discrete set of points to the continous D-path.

The relation to the continuum mechanics is described in the following. For large speed
(jujt| -+ 1), the D-path goes to a d-path, which is 1-dimensional; for small speed, the D-path
becomes a strip of width ~ A and the speed goes to a vector tangent to the median line
of the strip, line which identifies itself with the classical trajectory. In this sense, we shall
define the continuum limit as follows.



Definition 4 Let D a D-path. The l-dimensional path attached to D is the polyhedron
\V\ attached to the l-dimensional simplicial complex V defined by the baricenters ik of
the edges of the corresponding d-path:

V — {xo,Xi...xN} U {vi,Vi,...vN-i} ; vk = xk-i£k . (8)

The l-dimensional path is a now triangulation [7] of a classical pain, made of edges
of length 4 = \vk\ € [0,1] or, with dimensional considerations, /* € [0,A]. The speed
attached to the edge is v* (see 5). The coordinate x* of the edge may be considered
the position of either Xjt, or the baricenter of ujt, or even the baricenter of o~k- The time
coordinate is A; € {0,1...N} or, with dimensional considerations, r • k. In this way, we
may write:

Ax(k) = c-vk- T — • dvk • T —* ds = v(t) • dt

N rxN ftN

/0;v = the length of the path = A • ̂  v& —• / ds = I v{t)di (9)
£_j 'BO • 'to

We regain in this way the finite differences methods and go to the continuum limit by
means of standard procedures.

4 Application

The concept of D-path, contains by itself sufficient parameters in order to define the
movement: position x* and speed v^. We elude the concept of point mass, if we consider
that the mass is distributed on the 2-simplex crfc. In this case, in a good approximation,
Xk may be identified with x(o"^) - the position of the baricenter of the simplex a^.

We shall construct the Lagrangian L(Xk,Vk) for a mass mo moving on a D-path. Ac-
cording to the geometric construction of the D-path, the magnitude vk of the speed v^ on
a* may be written as follows:

vk = cos — , ock = 7T - arccos(ajt_i - a*) (10)
Li

where o^ is the angle between the edges a,t_j and a^ which determine the simplex a^
(see 4). In terms of speed Vk (see 8), the length of the height line (normal to Vk) of the
geometrical simplex &k becom es:

hk = s in-y = T/1 - vl (11)

proportional to the Lorenz square root.
In the continuum limit (A,r —+ 0 as A/r — c), hk identifies itself with the transversal

width of the strip defined by the D-path at the position x*. Using adequate units 9 (see
also section I), we get for /i*:

hk , / i Vl ^ ^ h(k) / i " 2 W continuum limit / t7a(t)

The relativistic Lagrangian for a point particle of rest mass m0 is defined in continuum
relativistic mechanics as [1]:

L{v) = -mQc2Jl - ^1 (13)



After dimensional considerations we get from 12 and 13 the following:

Definition 5 The Lagrangian L(vk) on a D-path is defined as:

(14)
A

proportional to the height h^ of the simplex ak-

in the continuum limit, we get:

L{vk) = -moc^ —> ~moc
2^- = -moc\l - ^ (15)

A A V c
that the simplicial Lagrangian 14 goes to the standard relativistic Lagrangian. It is also to
be noted that the Lagrangian 14 is independent on the magnitude of the elementary length
A. In the same time, the D-path contains sufficient variables to describe the movement.
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